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What We Learned: The Significance of Policy Integration

- Competition
- Intellectual Property
- Trade
- Government Procurement
What We Learned: Importance of Interdisciplinary Integration

- Economics
- Engineering
- History
- Law
- Political Science
- Physical Science
What We Learned: Growing Significance of Global Integration

- **Centripetal Forces**
  - Substantial Economic Interdependence
- **Centrifugal Forces**
  - Regulatory fragmentation
What We Learned: How Institutional Structure Shapes Policy Outcomes

• Rights-Granting Process within Jurisdictions

• International Policy Standard-Setting Across Jurisdictions
  – Bilateral
  – Regional
  – Global
What We Learned: Future Directions

• Policy Integration Across Jurisdictions
  – Revival of the WTO Competition Working Group and extension of opt-in plurilateral mechanisms
  – Australia, Canada, New Zealand, UK, US
  – Contributions from academic hubs: E.g., EUI FSR

• Policy Integration within Jurisdictions: E.g., UK
  – CMA cooperation with sectoral regulators
  – CMA DaTA team
  – CMA markets regime